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REPOSTMEREPOSTME

They say ChatGPT and
AI can’t be used for
EVERY task or role.

They’re wrong.



REPOSTME

Free Prompts for:
1. Post-processing tips
2. Equipment for shoots
3. Contract drafting
4. Workflow optimization
5. Photo organization/backup



REPOSTME

Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you feed
it as part of your prompting, the stronger it gets and
the more it helps you.

Remember to
Feed your AI

Tell it about your job and project every
time you prompt!



1. Post-processing is a
crucial part of photography.
This prompt provides
comprehensive guidelines
tailored to a specific type of
photography, helping
photographers to enhance
their photos without having
to compile guidelines from
various sources.
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Prompt: "As an expert
photographer, provide
guidelines for post-
processing [type of
photography] photos."



2. Having the right
equipment is essential for a
successful shoot. This
prompt provides
recommendations for
photography equipment
tailored to a specific type of
photography, reducing the
time spent on researching
suitable equipment.
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Prompt: "As an expert
photographer, list
photography
equipment for [type of
photography] shoot."
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3. Drafting a contract
requires a well-structured
format. This prompt provides
a template tailored to a
specific type of event,
helping photographers to
organize their contract
efficiently without having to
structure it from scratch.



REPOSTME

Prompt: "Provide a
template for a
photography contract
for a [type of event]
shoot."



4. Efficient workflow is
crucial for a successful
shoot. This prompt provides
ways to optimize workflow
tailored to a specific type of
photography, helping
photographers to manage
their shoot efficiently without
extensive planning.
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Prompt: "As an expert
photographer, suggest
ways to optimize
workflow during a
[type of photography]
shoot."



5. Organizing and backing
up photos is a crucial task
for photographers. This
prompt provides effective
ways tailored to a specific
type of event, helping
photographers to manage
their photos efficiently
without spending excessive
time on research.
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Prompt: "Suggest
effective ways to
organize and backup
photos after a [type of
event] shoot."



REPOSTME

Without your
reposts and
comments, I
have to use the
GIMP for photo
editing.


